
The Many 
Faces of Teem

• Are the meeting scheduling and conference room 

booking processes at your company a mess?

• Want to get more out of your existing workspace 

and meeting room resources?

• Wish there was a better way to check in and help 

direct the visitors who come to your office?

• Looking for more insight into how your business 

meets and collaborates?

To give you a better idea of how this tale of improvement 

unfolds, let’s shine the spotlight on some of Teem's key 

players.

Like a talented actor, Teem can take on a variety of different roles in your office and help 
solve problems that your employees struggle with daily.

EventBoard / 
Conference Room Displays and Management

Our original app makes it easy to manage meetings and 

conference rooms by transforming iPads or Android 

tablets into customizable digital displays that connect 

real-time with Google Apps, Exchange and other 

calendars. The intuitive interface shows end users what 

meetings are coming up and lets them book new ones 

right from the display.



Did You Know?
Teem’s cloud-based platform makes meeting easier for thousands of companies around 

the world, including Airbnb, Box, Pinterest and Squarespace. Successful businesses use 

Teem to optimize their workspaces, save millions and help employees work more efficiently. 

Ready to learn more? Sign up for a demo at teem.com/request-a-demo. You can also 
email us at sales@teem.com or call +1 415.423.2373.

LobbyConnect / 
Visitor Management System

This app runs on iPads and provides a secure, web-

based interface that simplifies the check-in process 

for visitors, while keeping track of who is visiting your 

office and when. When a visitor arrives, LobbyConnect 

presents them with any relevant contracts (like NDAs) 

and lets the person they’re visiting know that they’ve 

arrived.

Teem / 
Book Conference Rooms and Desks on the Fly

With Teem's mobile app, end users can quickly find and 

book a desk or a meeting room with the capacity and 

equipment they need – even when they’re nowhere 

near an EventBoard display – with just a few taps on 

their mobile device. 

Flightboard / 
Browser-Based View of Available Meeting Rooms

Inspired by airport flight status monitors, Flightboard 

shows real-time statuses for the meeting rooms on a 

particular floor, building or campus, displayed either as 

a list or as a color-coded map. Pull it up in your browser, 

or share it to a TV monitor in a central location so 

everyone can see which rooms are available. 


